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Black devil cigarettes flavors

Arom-Team review: an excellent brown classic tobacco concludes on caramelized honey notes that temperament strength and persistence of tobacco flavor. Add some vanilla flavor if you want to make a black devil vanilla. A noticeable concentrate on its own as well as in the gourmet recipe, which requires a sufficient maturation time. This flavor contains
tobacco definitely and tobacco extract. Make 220ml black devil tobacco liquid with a single bottle Concentrated Flavors Black DevilDropper bottle 11ml conditioned by Arom-TeamPage 2There are 9 products. A Stock 0108CFD This Bold Burley Tobacco Concentrate is a light, brown classic that concludes on an accent tobacco note.... 2.79€ Available
FW2042 A mild tobacco flavor with a touch of honey and spices for an excellent Turkish tobacco e juice Use: 3-5%... 2.29 € Sold out CF - 1535 A powerful dark tobacco flavor, deep, no funky taste, based on tobacco absolutely, very realistic. Use: 3%... 3.49 € Available CF - 1506 Burley tobacco flavor is a dark tobacco flavor, ideal for gourmet tobacco e liquid
recipes or for those in... 3.49 € Sold out CF - 1518 Latakia tobacco is a tobacco black, rather dark, very aromatic, sweet and spicy, oriental type, for... 3.69€ Best Seller - In Stock CF - 1521 A dark tobacco flavor, near filterless cigarettes taste Use: 3% Steepening: Give it 2 or 3 weeks steep 3.49 € Available CF - 1513 Mild, smooth, slightly sweet in taste with
a large tobacco presence. This is Mild Seven, a taste near... 3.69€ Available CF - 1519 If you are looking for a mix of blond and dark tobacco, this tobacco blend is for you! Ideal for gourmet... 3.49€ Available CF - 1536 A deep brown tobacco flavour that ends with hints of honey and caramel that make a complex liquid. Use: 3%... 3.69 € Page 3 Sold OUT
MP52 Probably the best tobacco taste! The right amount of sweetness and tobacco goodness plus this something... 3.29 € Best Seller - In stock MP74 A complex blond tobacco concentrate with a subtle note of nuts and many different flavors. A captivating... 3.29 € Sold MP98 Many vapers search for realistic tobacco flavors, close to cigarettes. Mother a Pop
thought of them ... 3.29 € A stock 0108CFD This Bold Burley Tobacco Concentrate is a light, brown classic that concludes on an accent tobacco note.... 2.79 € A stock 0106CFD This original Blend Concentrate is a blend of light tobacco with subtle shades Use: 3 to 8% Steeping:... 2.79€ A stock 0107CFD This Smokey Tobacco Concentrate is a light and
sweet blond tobacco that finishes on a smoky note Use: 4 ... 2.79€ Available FW2042 A mild tobacco flavor with a touch of honey and spices for an excellent Turkish tobacco e juice Use: 3-5%... 2.29€ A stock TPA0016b A tobacco taste very close to a famous red and white brand, which delivers a powerful taste, a little ... 2.35€ Available CF - 1531 Maxblend
is a taste with subtle notes, close to cigarette and contains tobacco absolutely and... 3.49€ Available CF - 1536 A deep brown tobacco flavour that ends with hints of honey and caramel that make a complex liquid. Use: 3%... 3.69 € Best Seller - In Stock CF - 1516 This USA Mix e liquid flavor is close to American things that have long cluttered your pockets
before you... 3.49 € Sold out MP85 American blend tobacco is a very balanced tobacco flavor with a subtle caramel tip that is reminiscent of ... 3.29 € Sold Out MP97 The fine blend of American blond tobacco and a pure tobacco concentrate adds up to Bud's blend a... 3.29 € Best Seller - In stock CF - 1501 This 555 tobacco flavor is a rich blond tobacco
flavor near a famous American cigarettes brand at its dense ... 3.49 € Available CF - 1506 Burley tobacco flavor is a dark tobacco flavor, ideal for gourmet tobacco e liquid recipes or for those in... 3.49 € A stock TPA021 A Perfumer's Apprentice aroma created to get as close to the cigarette as possible! Like it on its own or... 2.29€ Sold Out CF - 1515 This
concentrate is a rich and complex pipe tobacco. It reveals a multitude of shades, sometimes creamy,... 3.49€ Best Seller - In Stock CF - 1512 A light blond tobacco, ultra realistic, near Seven Stars cigarettes, a Japanese brand. Almost a real... 3.49 € Sold out CF - 1518 Latakia tobacco is a tobacco black, rather dark, very aromatic, sweet and spicy, oriental
type, for... 3.69€ Available CF - 1519 If you are looking for a mix of blond and dark tobacco, this tobacco blend is for you! Ideal for gourmet... 3.49 € Bestseller - In stock CF - 1520 This Turkish tobacco cigarettes concentrate is a mixture of tobacco varieties with a very aromatic taste,... 3.49 € Best Seller - In stock CF - 1521 A dark tobacco flavor, near
filterless cigarettes taste Use: 3% Steeping: Give it 2 or 3 weeks steep 3.49 € Best seller - In stock CF - 1526 A famous pipe tobacco concentrate, very rich, little honey, an authentic dark tobacco to classify in... 3.69€ A stock TPA0012 You vape and are looking for an amsterdamer type of tobacco? Black honey tobacco is a complex pipe tobacco ... 2.49 €
Page 4 Best seller - In stock 0048CFD An extraordinary lemon tart e liquid concentrate: a cream mixed with the sanded dough then a touch of lemon ... 2.79€ Sold out 0016CFD Do you want to create a vanilla cream e juice? Not without the best Vanilla Custard e liquid concentrate! On... 2.79 € *** Top 10 - In stock 036CFD If you are looking for the real taste
of strawberry fruit, this Capella flavor will be your favorite to make ... 2.79 € ***** Top 10 - In stock LO36 If you're looking for the great taste of a banana cream to make subtle banana cake vape juice recipes,... 3.49€ A stock 0011CFD You like apple and look for a perfect gourmet liquid? This is an American apple pie a subtle ... 2.79 € Natural Flavor - In stock
LO31 Looking for a complex caramel? This sweet and nuanced caramel cream evolves from caramel candy to a honey... 3.49€ Natural Flavor - In stock 042CFD A real mango flavor in this high concentrated sweet mango aroma that sublimates exotic e liquid recipes... 2.79€ ***** Top 10 - In stock 0068CFD Peanut butter and jelly is an institution in the United
States. But it's not just a sandwich ! This peanut... 2.79 € ***** Top 10 - In stock 0072CFD For sure, the best vanilla cream, the key to creamy liquid recipes is in this must have a taste for gourmet ... 2.79 € Available FW2012 Jungle Juice is a fruit punch, a mixture of orange, apple, lemon ... with a hint of strong alcohols. A taste... 2.29€ Best seller - In stock
0101CFD The realistic taste of breakfast morning cereal that vaguely recalls sweetened condensed milk followed by ... 2.79€ Available FW2014 Imagine a small cinnamon bun, a lightly greased dough, here's the cinnamon roll recipe. A gourmet taste ... 2.29 € Natural Flavor - In stock 0021CFD Looking for the best coca cola flavored vape juice, accurate and
refreshing? On your own or in recipe, it ... 2.79€ A stock 037CFD A subtle banana flavor followed by chocolate, vanilla and caramel and an explosion of flavours of exhales for... 2.79€ Available FW2051 Hazelnut flavor is a classic of e liquid DIY. It interferes with many recipes to bring its specific note... 2.29€ A stock 0026CFD If you like pineapple, coconut
cream and rum, you'll like this realistic Capella flavor. Close... 2.79 € A stock LO51 Praline, caramelized sugar with pecans, vanilla and almond to make a great e juice! Application: 10-15%... 3.49 € Natural Flavor - In stock 046CFD Sweeter than orange, the perfect taste of a juicy mandarin in this realistic natural flavor Use: 15%... 2.79 € Best Seller - In stock
FW2020 A black licorice flavor that brings back to the confectionery of childhood that these sweet black jelly ... 2.29€ Best Seller - In stock 0047CFD Marshmallow flavor, perhaps lightly toasted, bringing its sweetness to many DIY recipes. An important... 2.79€ Natural Flavor - In stock 045CFD This lemon natural flavor will perfume your e liquids with a
cheerful acid tip! Application: 5-7% Feed:... 2.79 € Natural Flavor - In stock 0056CFD A natural vanilla taste, not too sweet, not too rich, a pure vanilla that compliments DIY recipes with ... 2.79 € Natural Flavor - In stock 0031CFD In this strawberry kiwi flavor, the sweet tangy kiwi flavor is dominant then follows the sweetness of a ... 2.79€ Best Seller - In stock
0089CFD Cupcake is a small cake in the form of a muffin, covered with icing sugar, preferably by whipped cream or ... 2.79 € Page 5 ***** Top 10 - In stock 036CFD If you're looking for the real taste of strawberry fruit, this Capella flavor will be yours to do ... 2.79€ Best Best - In stock 044CFD Find the sweet, slightly tangy flavor of this little red fruit, perfume
fruity dessert recipes for a ... 2.79€ Bestseller - In stock 0082CFD The powerful taste of a tangy sweet apple that makes perfect gourmet liquid recipes. Simply try an apple... 2.79€ Best Seller - In stock 0013CFD Looking for a realistic and sweet banana flavor, do not deviate to the candy side? On your own or in recipe,... €2.79 Available FW2052 Marvellous
flavor of these sweet wild berries in this blueberry liquid concentrate you can't do without!... 2.29 € ***** Top 10 - In stock LO36 If you're looking for the great taste of a banana cream to make subtle banana cake vape juice recipes,... 3.49€ Bestseller - In stock 0014CFD Looking for coconut flavor? This one is a realistic coconut flavor that brings a tropical touch
to your e... 2.79 € Natural Flavor - In stock 0074CFD This cantaloupe natural flavor reproduces its intense scent and its legendary sweetness allows you to ... 2.79€ A stock 0022CFD Would you like to succeed your fruit e juice recipe? Try this sweet but tangy apple flavor, not really sweet... 2.79€ A lager 0061CFD Capella Lemon Lime is a soda vape juice,
famous lime drink that provides easy cocktail recipe ! Use: 10%... 2.79€ A stock 0075CFD Passion fruit is the fruit of a wine, Passiflora. We enjoy its grainy meat with thousands of... €2.79 Best Seller - In stock MP101 Mixed Berry is a subtle blend of blueberry pie and red berry pie for an ultra-gourmet e juice! Application: 8-10%... 3.29€ A stock MP86 The
perfect black cherry aroma for a great cherry vape juice! Use: 5-10% Steeping: You can enjoy ... 3.29€ Best seller - In stock 040CFD A sweet guava flavor that brings to the characteristic taste of this exotic fruit, sweet and a little ... 2.79€ A stock 0054CFD A natural black grape flavor, sweet without candy flavor or bitterness, for refreshing fruit cocktail recipe
... 2.79 € A stock 0097CFD Find in this Capella flavor, the specific taste of Sicilian lemon, a sour and refreshing Italian lemon... 2.79 € Natural taste - In stock FW2024 Try a combination of this natural kiwi flavor with marshmallow, you will be pleasantly surprised by your e... 2.29 € A stock 0083CFD If you are looking for the intense taste of watermelon, a juicy
and sweet summer fruit, you have just found... 2.79 € Available FW2047 The honeydew melon, also known as honeydew, is a variety with green meat, for a sweet and refreshing e... 2.29€ A stock 0095CFD Unexpected vegetable, cucumber hats its place in cocktail recipes. It brings a special freshness... 2.79€ Available FW2051 This fig taste is surprising
and delicious. It brings out the characteristic taste of this meaty fruit. Use:... 2.29€ A stock 0109CFD Dragon fruit flavor, a mixture of kiwi, pear, melon, tropical fruit, berries ... for a pitaya vape juice! 2.79 € A stock MP84 Just cut a banana, melt it in the butter, sugar it, pour the rum and light it. Bananas promote recipe, a... 3.29 € In stock 0110CFD Find in this
Capella flavor, the magical taste of berries we found by hand, blackberries that make amazing ... 2.79 € Page 6 Available 0023CFD Find in this Irish Cream aroma creaminess of Baileys that brings subtle flavors of whisky, coffee,... 2.79 € Natural Flavor - In stock 0021CFD Looking for the best coca cola flavored vape juice, accurate and refreshing? On your
own or in recipe, it ... €2.79 Natural Taste - In stock FW2015 Flavor West lemonade is one of the best e liquid flavors. It offers the ultimate refreshing of an intense ... 2.29€ Bestseller - In stock FW2034 Rum integrates many cocktail e liquid recipes, combined with fruit, mint or vanilla. Try an orange rum or... 2.29€ A lager 0061CFD Capella Lemon Lime is a
soda vape juice, famous lime drink that provides easy cocktail recipe! Use: 10%... 2.79€ A stock 0105CFD A dominant strawberry with a touch of lemon and a hint of vanilla, here's Capella Pink Lemonade! A... 2.79€ Best Seller - In stock FW2006 Absinthe is an association of spirits based on absinthe also called green fairy or blue. This absinthe... €2.29 A
lager MP77 Mom and Pop has prepared this concentrate for fans of the cocktail. For an escape in the tropics, let... 3.29€ A stock 0026CFD If you like pineapple, coconut cream and rum, you will like this realistic Capella flavor. Close... 2.79 € Natural Flavor - In stock 0080CFD The sweet taste of a pomegranate syrup, refreshing and exotic, childhood memory
pursues a lifetime ... And... 2.79 € Available FW2001 Ecto Cooler is a subtle blend of vanilla, orange and lemon, near a famous drink, a fresh fruit flavor Use: ... 2.29€ Available FW2005 Orange, mango, pineapple, lemon, coconut, mint... You can hear the waves with this fruit punch Use: 15%... 2.29 € A stock MP60 Looking for a tropical taste, perfect balance
of a Hawaiian cocktail, pineapple, coconut, tropical fruits ... 3.29 € A stock TPA0014 We wouldn't say this champagne taste is a must have, but it's a very interesting DiY additive,... 2.29€ A lager TPA026 An original taste, hard to describe, a vodka, brandy, grape, orange, lime, citrus and tropical fruits ... 2.29 € Available FW2012 Jungle Juice is a fruit punch, a
mixture of orange, apple, lemon ... with a hint of strong alcohols. A taste... 2.29€ Available FW2037 Mojto is a Cuban cocktail based on spearmint, lime, sugar cane sugar and rum. A festive and refreshing cocktail... 2.29 € Natural Flavor - In stock 0018CFD You would like to find the natural taste of taurine in a can for a red bull vape juice ? On your own or
in... 2.79 € Available FW2050 Added to fruit, a few drops of this rum flavor a vape recipe Use: 5-8% Steeping: Give it a two ... 2.29€ Page 7 7 Seller - In stock MP95 A sublime taste, taste of a mixture of nuts, indescribable and captivating. It quickly becomes a DIY... 3.29 € Sold OUT MP107 This Calipitter concentrate is unique by its gourmet rendering,
evolving between sweet and savory, just as ... 3.29 € Best Seller - In stock 0050CFD A toasted almond flavor ideal for perfecting a slightly soft liquid, a few drops turn a sad recipe into a ... 2.79 € A stock MP104 A crisp chocolate cookie with a peanut butter melting heart, a winning combination for a gourmet e liquid... 3.29€ Best seller - In stock 0048CFD An
extraordinary lemon tart e liquid concentrate: a cream mixed with the sanded dough then a touch of lemon ... 2.79€ ***** Top 10 - In stock 0068CFD Peanut butter and jelly is an institution in the United States. But it's not just a sandwich ! This peanut... 2.79 € Available FW2049 More gourmet than a traditional caramel, this butterscotch flavor illuminates your e
liquid recipes! Use:... 2.29€ Sold out 0098CFD A realistic butter cream flavor, ideal for gourmet liquid recipes and creamy juices Use: 5-10%... 2.79€ A stock 0051CFD This Capella caramel flavor brings a powerful caramel that quickly becomes a versatile additive for diy e... 2.79€ Bestseller - In stock 0060CFD Hazelnut flavor is versatile in diy e liquid. It
brings a subtle taste, a little milky, and sublimates... 2.79€ Sold Out FW2050 The pure taste of a thick and creamy eggnog with a hint of cinnamon and nutmeg. This Flavor West aroma is... 2.29€ Available FW2010 One of the best caramel flavors, intense and powerful, to enhance the complex e liquid recipes. Flag of ... 2.29€ Best Seller - In stock TPA0015
Gourmet taste of a banana cake truffle with walnuts that quickly becomes a must for DIY. A very... 2.35€ A stock 0066CFD A New York cheesecake flavor bring creamy touch of a light cheese on a fondant biscuit emphasized... 2.79€ Bestseller - In stock 0065CFD A realistic and tasty popcorn e liquid flavor with a touch of sweetness. A sweet savory delicacy!
Use:... 2.79€ Bestseller - In stock 034CFD A praline ice cream flavor with a light caramel and pecan nuts mix in exhales. A potential all day vape !... 2.79€ Bestseller - In stock 0085CFD Sugar Cookie is a traditional American dessert near our pancake. A sugar pastry in your e liquid Use:... 2.79 € A stock LO43 Red Licorice, Red Vines, is a specialty that has
the appearance of black licorice, but consisted of ... 3.49€ A stock 0102CFD A doughnuts taste with the taste of these churros, Spanish cakes that you can use as a stand alone flavor... 2.79€ A stock TPA023 A caramel flavor more liquid than a caramel candy, a tasty sauce, essential for DIY e liquid recipes Use:... 2.35€ Best Seller - In Stock 0087CFD The
realistic taste of a powerful and fine gingerbread that sublimates gourmet liquid 2.79 € Available FW2049 Salted butter caramel is a unique flavor that sublimates a DIY recipe, whether gourmet or tobacco. Use:... 2.29 € Available FW2022 A delicious coconut vanilla cream cake to fill gluttony! Enjoy its creamy texture in your coco cream e juice!... 2.29 €
Available FW2053 Looking for the taste of the famous hazelnut chocolate spread? Flavor West composes here a nice chocolate... 2.29€ Page 8There are 8 products. Natural Flavor - In stock 0020CFD Want to make an espresso coffee e liquid with skimmed milk and cocoa? Search no more! This... The €2.79 Sold Out MP92 Sweet Jo is a powerful but sweet
mom and pop coffee with a subtle line of caramel. Il you are looking for a... 3.29 € Best Seller - In stock MP69 Do you want to make the best coffee cream e juice? This concentrate combines the strength of a robust coffee with... 3.29€ Available R3-814 This Charlemagne e cig concentrate is a tobacco e liquid combining gourmet notes and subtle tobacco.
Your... 5.85 € A stock MP70 Looking for the best gourmet coffee concentrate? Keswick offers an intense coffee flavor mixed with a... 3.29 € In stock REV-1015 A Kalhua coffee cheesecake e liquid with a touch of caramel and nuts Use: 10% Steepening: Give it a two ... 5.15€ A stock 0091CFD Cup of Jo is a realistic and tight coffee flavor. You can play on
dosage to develop the power of its ... 2.79€ A stock TPA024 A cappuccino taste ultra realistic, but also very powerful to be dosed with extreme moderation not ... to $2.29
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